
G401 Lever-Action Barrel Pump
G402 Rotary Barrel Pump
Both pumps transfer petroleum-based, non-corrosive liquids efficiently. Both 
come with standard bung bushing and a rugged finish that prevents rust. The G401
fits 30-55 gallon drums and delivers 10 oz. per stroke. Curved metal spout threads
fit all standard hoses. The G402 cast-iron pump head delivers approx. 1 gallon per
18 handle revolutions. Great for industrial applications.

G720 Bearing Packer
G721 Universal Bearing Packer
Portable and compact, Lincoln Industrial bearing pack-
ers can be used with any Lincoln Industrial grease gun.
The G720 will pack bearings up to 2" I.D. The G721
will pack any bearing up to 41/2" I.D. while forcing out old grease.

G904 and G905 4-Way
Grease Fitting Tools
For tap repair of damaged threads and
removal of broken fittings, Lincoln
Industrial has two tools, the G904 
(1/4"-28) and the G905 (1/8"-NPT).

G101 Heavy-Duty 
Lever-Action Grease Gun
Able to accommodate any standard 14 oz. grease
cartridge, it comes with a filler nipple for 3-way 

loading (bulk, filler pump, or cartridge). Features include electro-static corrosion-resistant
finish, non-slip knurling for better grip and rubber hand grip for comfort. Steel blockhead
offers protection for hardened steel plunger. Heavy-duty steel barrel ensures durability. And 
posi-lock follower rod with T-handle provides sure-handed grip and easy filling at any position.

G111 Mini Pistol-Grip Grease Gun 
with Dual Port Use
Compact and lightweight, the G111 has an additional port at the top of the head for
straight-on use. It uses a standard 3 oz. grease cartridge or can be hand-filled. Durable, 
plated finish provides long life. Comes with one 3 oz. cartridge. The G801 Multi-Purpose
Lithium Grease (not pictured) is a 4-pack of 3 oz. grease cartridges for use in the G111. 
Each tube contains heavy-duty lithium-based grease good for most agricultural, automotive
and industrial applications and perfect for chassis and U-joints needing frequent regreasing.

Improved Lincoln Industrial Manual Lube Products
SAVE MONEY
A great product that’s improved and costs less—it’s a combination customers mostly dream about.

With Lincoln Industrial’s improved manual lubrication products, the dream is reality. In fact, some

models now cost almost half as much as they did before. For a look at what products we’ve

upgraded, check the photos and descriptions on these two pages.
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